Transient Stability Enhancement in Microgrids Including Inverter Interfaced Distributed Generations
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Abstract:

With increasing the presence of Microgrids (MGs) in the power systems, investigating the MG stability during transient faults is necessary. This study investigates the transient stability analysis of a MG supplied by multiple inverter interfaced distributed generations (IIDGs) during fault. The transient stability of a MG is highly depends on the IIDGs control strategy. A MG, simulated on Matlab/Simulink, including three IIDGs and two local loads connected to the IEEE 37-node distribution system is considered as test system. Simulation results show that the MG may lose its stability due to the IIDG’s transient over-currents during fault. By adding a transient current control loop to the voltage source inverter (VSI) control strategy, the IIDG’s output currents are limited during fault. In the connected mode, an external fault is applied to the MG. By using an appropriate tuning based on fuzzy logic method, the transient loop controller coefficients is optimally tuned. The simulations results show the good performance and fast dynamic of the proposed control approach; also the transient stability enhancement of the MG, obviously.
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1. Introduction
A microgrid (MG) is a complex of distributed generations (DGs) that are working together for transferring a confident, economical, and environmental power. Renewable energy sources (RESs) penetration is rapidly increasing in the distribution systems. The MGs have advantages such as reducing environmental problems, reducing the costs of constructing a new power plant, and increasing system reliability. But, it cause some new problems in the power system such as changing power flow pattern, increasing high frequency harmonics due to use of power electronic devices; and increasing frequency and voltage fluctuations due to variable nature of RESs [1-3].

Generally, the MGs have two steady operating modes: grid connected and islanded modes. These steady modes with transient modes are shown in Fig. 1. A MG is normally connected to the main grid to participate in the control planning and electric market policies. If a disturbance occurs in the distribution system so that the reliable generated power not delivered to the costumer, the protection systems are activated, and the MG is separated from the distribution system to supply the local loads, autonomously [4]. If a severe event occurs following a contingency forth of the MG, it is possible that the MG cannot switch into islanded mode and it is collapsed. In addition, one of the challenges towards the MG designers is disconnecting a MG from the main grid in a stable manner in order to control the system voltage and frequency. The MGs should be capable to manage the rapid changes of voltage and frequency even when the generated power is less than the local loads. Also, before connecting the MG to the main grid, a synchronization process is necessary [5].

2. Transient Stability in MGs
When a major disturbance occurs in the system, the system state variables are rapidly receded from their nominal values. Immediately after the disturbance, the system’s ability to reach an acceptable steady-state operating condition is called transient stability [6]. Transient stability is categorized as a short-term phenomenon and transient instability usually manifests as first swing instability [7]. According to IEEE definition [8], a power system is transiently stable for a specific steady-state operating condition and under a specific major disturbance, if it reaches to an acceptable steady-state operating condition. When a fault happens in the system, due to being low active power output during fault, the rotor speed deviation of synchronous generators is rapidly increased but the governor reaction speed is not fast enough. The amount of increasing the rotor speed is depends on the distance between generator and fault location. Whatever the generator distances from the fault location is less; the intensity of speed changes is more. Increasing the rotor speed during fault leads to the governor reaction, but this reaction is not adequately quick and the voltage collapses extremely. If the fault is removed at a time less than the critical time of the system, the rotor speed decreases gradually and finally comes back to the nominal range. Thus, the rotor speed can be selected as an index to evaluate the transient stability of synchronous generators.

Due to different dynamic of RESs in comparison with traditional resources, concept of transient stability in the MGs is different with traditional power systems [9]. In traditional power systems, critical time is a suitable index to evaluate the transient stability. The maximum time between the fault initiation and the fault clearing that the distribution system can remains in the stable state, is named critical time. Due to the existence of power electronic equipment and switching devices in the MGs, if the MG’s protection system is not appropriately designed, it can leads to negative effects on critical time and some challenging problems such as increasing the fault current. When a fault occurs in the distribution system, the MG should be quickly isolated from the main grid to supply the required power of local loads. If the islanding process is not quickly done, due to the negative effects of faults on the DGs output current, number of the DGs may be failed and the MG will be collapsed. The maximum time between fault initiation and islanding initiation that the MG remains transiently stable, is the critical switching time (CST) [10].
3. Inverter interfaced distributed generations

There are two basic classes of distributed energy resources (DERs). One is a DC resources such as fuel cells and photovoltaic cells; and the other is high frequency AC resources such as micro turbine, which needs to be rectified. In both cases, the resultant DC voltage is converted to an acceptable AC source using an inverter. Therefore, a power electronic interface is necessary to convert DC to AC [11]. These types of DERs which are connected to MG by means of inverter are named inverter interfaced distributed generations (IIDGs) [12].

The general schematic of an IIDG is shown in the Fig 2. An IIDG is composed of prime mover, DC interface and DC to AC converter. The prime mover can be a fuel cell, a photovoltaic cell or a rectified output of other high frequency DERs. Due to fluctuating nature of DERs, the DC output voltage is not completely fixed. Thus, a storage system is used between the prime mover and the inverter [13]. The task of the storage devices is based on the equilibrium between generation and consumption. In fact, the storage devices play the same task of spinning reserve in traditional power systems. Due to existence of the power storage interface during transients, the prime mover dynamics can be ignored [12].

The most important advantage of IIDGs is their quick response to change in the output. If a change happens in the MG, the IIDGs can quickly compensate it. But, this fast response to the changes has some bad effects on the fault current [14]. During an event, the IIDG response basically is depend on the inverter control structure [12].

To prevent damaging of switching devices used in the inverters, IIDGs are usually equipped by instantaneous over-current shutdown protection. If an intense over-current transmits through the switching devices for more than several microseconds, the over-current protection activates and decreases the output current to zero in less than a millisecond [14].

The results show that the voltage falls significantly in the first cycle after occurring fault, and then reaches a constant value and the fault current will increase rapidly. Due to slight changes in power during a fault and averaging in power calculation, the voltage source inverter (VSI) controller cannot reduce the fault current peak during sub-transient period (first cycle) and transient period (between 3rd and 10th cycles) [12]. The only constraint which can be lead to the instability of the IIDGs is passing fault current more than the maximum tolerable power of the switching devices. In practical, instantaneous over-current protection is designed so that if current reaches to twice of the nominal value, the VSI is failed [15]. So, the short-circuit currents of IIDGs can be defined as an index to evaluate the transient stability of MGs.

4. Transient Mode Control Design

Recently, in order to consider the simultaneous impacts of active and reactive power fluctuations on the MGs’ voltage and frequency, a generalized droop control (GDC) structure based on line parameters has been presented in [16] (Fig. 3). In this structure, the active and reactive powers are simultaneously used to compensate the voltage and frequency droops after any change in load. In Fig. 3, $K_T$ and $K_V$ are droop coefficients and $K_R$ is an index to show what percentage of line is resistive. The GDC presents a more realistic model for droop control in the IIDGs. Due to averaging in calculating active and reactive output powers of the inverter (P and Q), it is expected that the GDC cannot restricts the output current of IIDG during fault duration.

Fig. 2. Basic Parts of an IIDG

Fig. 3. An IIDG and a generalized droop control [16]
Consider the MG shown in Fig. 4. This MG includes three IIDGs and two local loads. The MG is connected to the IEEE 37 nodes test Feeder [17] in the node 775 (Fig. 5). To analyze the transient behavior of the GDC, the first cycles of the output voltage and current of IIDGs should be studied during fault in the distribution system. In the connected mode, the voltage amplitude and frequency of the node 775 and in the isolated mode, the nominal values (220v and 50Hz) are selected as the reference value [18].

In order to check the performance of the GDC in transients, the bypass switch located between node 775 and MG will stay connected during fault, and also the fault will not be removed. At time 0.5s, a three phase fault is occurred in node 703. The output current and voltage of the IIDGs are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. As shown, the output currents of IIDG1 and IIDG2 exceed from twice nominal value at the first cycle (sub-transient period) after time 0.5s. But, due to more distance from node 775, the output current of IIDG 3 does not exceed from the critical limit (twice nominal current of each IIDG). Fig. 6 shows that the GDC structure is not efficient during fault and before disconnecting bypass switch, due to being activate instantaneous protection system of inverter; the IIDG1 and IIDG2 is failed in less than a few milliseconds. Therefore, the MG will collapse after disconnecting bypass switch (islanded mode).

During fault condition, violent current deviations occur at the sub-transient period. Thus, if this deviations are converted to the voltage deviations range by a proportional-integral (PI) controller and are added to the voltage droop control, the GDC response speed to the events can be increased. The transient control loop should be designed in such a way that does not affect the IIDGs output in the steady/quasi-steady states and can decrease the output current of IIDGs at the sub-transient period. The proposed transient loop has been shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, the output current derivative is sampled. Then, in order to decrease current deviations to zero value; the root means square (rms) of output current derivative is added to the voltage droop control loop by passing through a traditional PI controller. The proposed transient control loop performance is only restricted to transient conditions. This restriction is applied by placing a dead zone before PI controller (see Fig. 8). By proper selecting of minimum and maximum value of the dead zone, the transient control loop do not no impact on the control structure of IIDGs (given in Fig. 3) in the normal conditions; but it is added to the voltage droop control loop only during sudden disturbances such as isolating of MG from main grid and outage of an IIDG in the isolated mode because the output current variations of IIDGs be more during contingency conditions. Existence this dead zone restrains interaction between control strategies of normal and contingency modes.

---

**Fig. 4. A MG with two loads and three IIDGs**

**Fig. 5. IEEE 37 nodes test Feeder with a MG**

**Fig. 6. IIDGs output current during fault conditions**

**Fig. 7. IIDGs output voltage during fault conditions**
To achieve a structure with well performance, the fuzzy logic (FL) is used as an intelligent method for tuning of the PI controller parameters. A FL system is composed of four sections: fuzzification, fuzzy rule base, inference system, and defuzzification [19]. A general map for FL based tuning of PI parameters is shown in Fig. 9. The proposed control framework consists of two stages: a traditional PI controller and a FL unit [20]. As shown in Fig. 9, the FL unit uses voltage deviation and current derivative to tune the PI control parameters. In order to apply the FL to the inverter control framework for adjusting of transient PI controller, a fuzzy rules set consisting of 18 rules is used to map input variables (ΔV and \( \frac{di}{dt} \)) to output variables (\( K_p \) and \( K_i \)). The antecedent parts of each rule are composed by using AND function. The FL rules are given in Table 1 and Table 2. The membership functions determination (fuzzification step) obtain from the system structure and for another test case could be different. However, fuzzy rules that yield an output to determine the PI values are defined by trial-and-error method. The triangular membership functions are arranged as EVL (Extremely Very Large), VL (Very large), Large (L), Normal (N), High (H), VH (Very High), and EVH (Extremely Very High). The input/output membership functions are shown in Fig. 10. Here, Mamdani fuzzy inference system is used. Finally, the adjusted \( K_p \) and \( K_i \) parameters are obtained 0.0065 and -0.0055, respectively.

![Fig. 9. Fuzzy PI based transient control loop](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ΔV</th>
<th>EVL</th>
<th>VL</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>VH</th>
<th>EVH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>EVL</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>VH</td>
<td>EVH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>EVL</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>VH</td>
<td>EVH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>VH</td>
<td>EVH</td>
<td>EVH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Fuzzy Rules Set for \( K_p \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \frac{di}{dt} )</th>
<th>EVL</th>
<th>VL</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>VH</th>
<th>EVH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>VH</td>
<td>EVH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Fuzzy Rules Set for \( K_i \)

![Fig. 10. Input/output fuzzy membership functions. a) Current derivative (pu), b) Voltage deviation (ΔV), c) Integral Coefficient (Ki) and d) Proportional Coefficient (Kp)](image)

After applying the transient control loop tuned by FL system, the IIDGs output current peak is decreased during sub-transient/transient state (see Fig. 11). As shown in Fig. 11, due to proper performance of the transient control loop, none of IIDGs is failed. Therefore, the MG can stably supply local loads in the isolated mode whenever the bypass switch acts.

To ensure being isolated of the steady/quasi-steady state mode control from transient mode control, it is necessary to compare the MG’s voltage profile in these two modes. With comparison of Figs. 7 and 12, before and after applying the transient control loop, no considerable impact is seen on the voltage profile before fault occurrence. Fig. 13 shows the performance of the proposed transient loop. In Fig. 13, IIDG1’s modulation index is shown for both modes: with and without transient control loop. In first cycle after fault, due to severe deviations in the output current; the transient control loop is quickly activated. The proposed transient loop acts as an online protection system and causes to severe decrease of the modulation index in first cycle after occurring fault. But, the pure GDC has not a considerable impact on the modulation index during the fault. In fact, the transient control loop...
decreases the voltage reference when the output current deviations are high. Being same of modulation index for both modes of “with” and “without” transient control loop before time 0.5s guarantees that the designed transient control loop has no considerable impact on the GDC performance in the steady/quasisteady state conditions.

![Fig. 11. IIDGs output current during fault conditions with adding fuzzy PI based transient control loop to the GDC](image)

![Fig. 12. IIDGs output voltage during fault conditions with adding fuzzy PI based transient control loop to the GDC](image)

![Fig. 13. Comparison of modulation index profile for both modes: with transient control loop and without transient control loop (only GDC)](image)

5. Conclusion

In this paper, an important issue named transient stability of microgrids (MGs) during fault and disconnecting from the main grid is studied. In practice, if the output current of the inverter interfaced DGs (IIDGs) exceeds from twice nominal current, the inverter is failed. After fault and at the sub-transient/transient period, possibility of inverter failing due to cross the current from the twice nominal value is high. By failing IIDGs, MGs cannot be stably isolated and will be collapsed. In response to this challenge, in the present paper, a transient control method is used to limit the current deviations of IIDGs. This proposed method has two levels including a classical PI controller and a fuzzy system which adjusts the parameters of the PI controller. To test the performance of the proposed transient method, a fault scenario on the IEEE 37 nodes test feeder is considered. The performed simulation test demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed transient control technique for increasing reliability of MGs after severe or multiple events.
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